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Motor DescriptionMotor Description
Permanent magnet motor/generator

Highest power density of any motor type

Brushless
High reliability

Axial flux
More tolerant of temperature and centrifugal effects

Uses two Halbach arrays
Halbach arrays put all the field on one side without using iron
Optimized pole count to maximize field in gap, typically ~90% of Br

Ironless rotor and stator
Avoids eddy current and hysteresis losses
Iron is heavy and not a very good structural material
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Motor ComponentsMotor Components

Three phase, litz 
wire winding

Halbach array

Carbon fiber 
backing plate

Carbon fiber 
spokes

Halbach arrays
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Halbach Arrays Are Key Halbach Arrays Are Key 

The dual Halbach array has a much stronger field for a given size and weight:

A Halbach array is an arrangement of magnets:

The field is 
concentrated on 
this side

The field is 
cancelled on this 
side
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Performance AdvantagesPerformance Advantages
Highly efficient

Halbach arrays generate a field of >1 tesla in the gap
Litz wire results in very low copper eddy current losses
There is no iron: no hysteresis or iron eddy current losses

Lightweight
Carbon fiber or aluminum can be used in place of iron for structure
The motor is magnet, copper, carbon fiber – each ideal for its purpose

Large surface area for cooling
Power not limited by thermal issues, in most cases

Deflection from centrifugal forces and CTE mismatches are 
parallel to gap

Allows for smaller gaps, higher efficiency than a radial configuration
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The best balance for your applications…The best balance for your applications…

What is your objective?
Power

Efficiency

Lightweight

The LaunchPoint design offers
the best performance:

For a given power and 
efficiency requirement, it will 
provide the lightest weight 
motor possible

efficiency

power lightweight

The LaunchPoint motor is powerful, efficient and lightweight
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DARPA UAV MotorDARPA UAV Motor

Developed under an SBIR Phase I 
grant

Target application is an electric powered, 
ducted fan UAV

Motor performance:
7 horsepower @ 8400 rpm

1.4 pounds

95% efficient at 7 hp, 8400 rpm

5 hp/lb

6” diameter

This performance is unrivaled 
No other motor has 5 hp/lb at 8400 rpm 
while maintaining 95% efficiency

Cross section of motor with ducted fan blades:
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Hardware validation of modelsHardware validation of models

Analytical model developed, validated
Optimizes thermal, fluid dynamics, electro-magnetic

Winding tooling has been developed

Halbach array assembly tooling developed

Thermal design has been tested and validated

Phase I of the project is complete
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Well suited applicationsWell suited applications

Electric aircraft propulsion:
Solar
Fuel cells
Battery
VTOL hybrid
Ducted fan UAVs

As a generator for:
Auxilliary, environmental power
Solid state directed energy
Starter motor/alternator
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Land vehicle applicationsLand vehicle applications

Propulsion for:
Motorcycles

Wheel motors

Battery electric vehicles

Compact alternators and 
generators

Solar cars
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Small motors we’ve designed and builtSmall motors we’ve designed and built

Most of these motors are used in implantable maglev blood pumps

Pictures of the windings: Systems they’re used in:
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Large motors we’ve designed & builtLarge motors we’ve designed & built

These motors are used in high-speed energy storage flywheels

This winding goes in 
a single Halbach 

array air core motor
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Halbach arrays we’ve designed & builtHalbach arrays we’ve designed & built

Two Halbach arrays used in a large magnetic 
bearing for a high speed flywheel:

Two Halbach arrays used as a sinusoidal magnetic 
“spring” in a fast filter switching mechanism:

One array is on 
inside of rotor, 

which is lifted up

The other array is 
behind these coils

Vehicle array

Two Halbach arrays used to levitate a vehicle:

Track array

3” levitation gap

Rotor array:

Stator array:

A Halbach array for an axial flux motor:


